Scavenger Hunt

In a group, complete at least 10 of these activities and you'll each get a free sticker!

**Key:**
- ● = Imagination & Originality
- ■ = Communication & Self-expression
- ▲ = Action & Movement

**Main Building**
- □ Snapping turtle: With their large webbed feet, snapping turtles are powerful swimmers. Pretend to swim through the water like a snapping turtle! ▲
- □ Stuffed brown bear: Strike your best pose in front of the stuffed brown bear and have your adult leader take a group picture! ●
- □ Parrots: Parrots are highly intelligent birds. Some even learn to speak! What would you say if you were a parrot? ■
- □ Giant stick insects: Can you spot the insects that look like sticks? Walking sticks have a special adaptation to regrow their legs if one gets hurt—kind of like a super power! What would you want your adaptation to be? ●

**Outside Main Building**
- □ Tiger: No two tigers’ stripes are the same, just like our fingerprints! The striped pattern helps tigers blend in—or camouflage—into the tall grass while hunting. Pretend to stalk like a tiger! ▲
- □ Porcupine: Porcupines are covered with thousands of quills for protection. What would you want to be covered in to scare off predators? ●

**Primate Center/Nocturnal**
- □ Lemurs: Leapin’ lemurs! Ring-tailed lemurs use their long tails to help them keep their balance as they leap through the forest. Invent a short story about how the lemur got rings on its tail. ■
- □ Find a critter snoozing and sing them a lullaby! ■
- □ Fruit bats: Bats have specialized feet that help them hang upside-down. What do you think the world looks like upside-down? ●
- □ Sloth: Sloths move at their own pace—slowly! Move in slow motion like a two-toed sloth! ▲

**Barn**
- □ Goats: Did you know that a baby goat is called a kid? Just like you! Think of three words that rhyme with goat. ■
- □ Silver foxes: Foxes are excellent jumpers. They can leap over 6 feet from the ground! Jump as high as you can like a fox! ▲

**Path to Australia**
- □ Lions: Lions take long cat naps—they can sleep for 21 hours in a day! What do you think lions dream about? ●
- □ Great-horned owl: Owls have great eyesight, but they can’t move their eyeballs like we can. Instead, owls can rotate their neck to look behind them! Make binoculars with your hands to see what an owl sees! ▲

**Australia/Oceania**
- □ Kookaburras: The laughing kookaburra got its name from its loud, laugh-like call. Tell the kookaburras a knock-knock joke. Did they laugh? ■
- □ Green tree python: Green tree pythons have little pits on the side of their face that help them sense heat to find prey. Would these heat-sensing pits be handy to have? What would you use them for? (Maybe to find freshly baked chocolate chip cookies!) ●